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A perfect compliment to our pizza, this salad is a mixture of fresh romaine lettuce, tomatoes, roasted
peppers, red onions, Genoa salami and olives with Pizza Bobâ€™s own cream Italian dressing.
Pizza Bobâ€™s House Salad Classic Italian Salad Italian
Pizza Bob's establish in 1971 is an Ann Arbor staple offering Pickup, Delivery, Dine In and Online Ordering.
Notorious for mouth watering shakes, masterpiezza pies, cherished chipati's and superb subs.
Pizza Bob's | Delivery | Takeout | Dine In
www.bobspizzafl.com
www.bobspizzafl.com
Bob and Sara and everyone here is awesome just like Bob's awesome pizza! It's thin crust, with the freshest
ingredients, and the pizza and everything else always tastes great.
Bob's Thin Crust Pizza 83 Old Tappan Rd Tappan, NY Pizza
Pizza Oven Baked Subs Salads Appetizers Pizza Chicken Bucket Wings Specialty Pizza Our traditional
pizzas are made of the finest ingredients, including our own sauce and our fresh made dough.
Menus for Bob's Pizza - Uniontown - SinglePlatform
22031 Main St, Woodburn. Carry out door in back of Bob's Restaurant. We deliver (260)632-4444. PIZZA
PLACE CARRY OUT HOURS. SUNDAY - THURSDAY 10:30AM - 9:00PM
Bob's Pizza
Begin with pumpkin soup, a house salad, fresh bruschetta, or onion rings. The BBQ chicken, vegetarian, and
Mexican pizzas are as popular as Pizza Bobâ€™s special version with Italian sausage, mushrooms, onions
and green peppers.
Pizza Bob's Restaurant And Pub - Italian Gourmet Pizza
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